Fuel guide

ExxonMobil Avgas
North America

About our fuels
ExxonMobil is an industry-leading manufacturer and marketer of aviation fuels and lubricants. ExxonMobil Avgas fuel is designed for piston engine-powered aircraft. It meets the requirements of ASTM D910, standard specification for aviation gasoline and DEF STAN 91-90.

Supply reliability and product integrity
The Baton Rouge and Edmonton refineries produce Avgas with a distribution reach that gives customers across North and South America and the Caribbean the flexibility to receive Avgas by rail, truck or barge.

Our integrated global refining and supply organization manages our manufacturing and distribution facilities, giving our customers access to one of the most robust supply chains in the industry — with reliable, on-time delivery of high-quality aviation fuels. We ensure long-term supply integrity by investing in our supply chain, and we strictly adhere to rigorous industry product handling and quality control requirements.

Quick fact
In 1903, ExxonMobil’s heritage companies provided the fuel and lubricants for the Wright Brothers’ first flight.

The LBC rail terminal in Sunshine, Louisiana, is on the Canadian National rail line/St. Gabriel station. The Imperial Oil Edmonton terminal can serve points on both the Canadian National Railway and Canadian Pacific Railway.
An unwavering focus on safety

When you work with us, you can trust in our unwavering focus on safety — it shapes our decisions every day, at every level in our organization. Our corporatewide Operations Integrity Management System applies high standards and expectations for safety and environmental performance across our global operations. This deeply ingrained and systematic approach to safety is reinforced through our comprehensive distribution network inspections, ensuring that the highest safety standards are maintained at every location, all the time.

Edmonton-Winnipeg supply chain

- Imperial Oil Edmonton refinery
- Imperial Oil Edmonton terminal
- Imperial Oil Winnipeg terminal
- By rail
- By truck

Baton Rouge supply chain

- ExxonMobil Baton Rouge refinery
- ExxonMobil Baton Rouge terminal
- LBC – Baton Rouge terminal in Sunshine, LA
- By rail
- By sea
- By truck

Exceptional customer relationships

We’re committed to building strong, long-term partnerships and developing innovative solutions with our customers. Our global team has industry expertise in refining, supply, logistics, operations, customer support and sales. We strive to be flexible and responsive to our customers’ needs, because we understand the challenges of handling and distributing aviation fuels.

Global customer support

Our global customer support team is available to assist you:

**Americas**
Moncton, Canada: +1 800 453 9966

**Commercial aviation email**
ema.customersupport@exxonmobil.com

**Hours of operation**
Monday–Friday 08.00–17.30 GMT–4
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